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1. Background

Eight Magnox power stations in England and Wales are currently being operated, or
decommissioned, by Magnox Electric pc. Each power station has two Magnox
reactors, i.e. reactors using uranium metal fuel with magnesium alloy cladding,
having a graphite moderator and with pressurised carbon dioxide as the primary
coolant. These power stations are all of the same basic type, but have significantly
different detailed designs and environmental performance. The five power stations
still running have been in operation for 30 to 40 years and generate around 6 of the
electricity for England and Wales.

In January 1998 the UK Government made Magnox Electric a wholly-owned
subsidiary of British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) by transferring its ownership of
Magnox Electric to BNFL. BNFL is a public limited company owned by the UK
Government. Its activities include Magnox fuel fabrication and reprocessing, and
low level waste disposal.

BNFL now intends to integrate its Magnox related activities more fully by taking
over the operation of the Magnox power stations from its subsidiary and transferring
the staff from Magnox Electric to itself. Before BNFL can operate or decommission
these stations it needs its own authorisations under the Radioactive Substances Act
1993 (RSA 93) to dispose of radioactive waste. UK law does not allow nuclear site
authorisations to be transferred from one operator to another.

The Environment Agency (the Agency) regulates disposal of radioactive waste from
nuclear sites in England and Wales under RSA 93. The Agency has the power to
grant or refuse an authorisation under RSA 93. If an authorisation has been granted,
the Agency has the power to revoke or vary the authorisation at any tme.
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In January 1998 BNFL applied to the Agency for authorisations to dispose of
gaseous, liquid, combustible and solid radioactive wastes in respect of each of
Magnox Electric's power stations. The Agency is currently considering BNFL's
applications. This is the first time that authorisations for radioactive waste disposal
have been considered for all these stations together as a package. It has been a major
task for BNFL to assemble all the relevant information and for the Agency to drive
the process forward through public consultation to the decision-making stage.

2. Decision-making process - before consultation

Historically and in the present case, when considering an application under RSA 93,
the Agency considers whether the practice concerned is justified (i.e. whether the
benefits outweigh the detriments). In the future, decisions on the justification for
practices will be a matter for the UK Government rather than the Agency.

As part of its role of protecting and improving the environment, the Agency is
committed to progressive reductions in radioactive discharges where practicable,
seeking to achieve this through the limits and conditions of any authorisation it
issues. It aims to review nuclear site authorisations on a four-yearly cycle and has
used BNFL's applications as the basis for its review of the Magnox power station
sites.

The Agency carefully scrutinised the applications and obtained additional detailed
information and clarification from BNFL in response to six rounds of questions. The
applications and responses from the company to Agency questions were made
publicly available. They include information on:
- the benefits and detriments of continued operation/decommissioning (as

appropriate);
- the sources and amounts of radioactive waste associated with continued

operation/decommissioning;
- the current levels of discharge of radioactive waste to the environment; and
- the application of best practicable means (BPM) to minimise discharges.

The Agency is considering all the application information and must decide,
separately for each power station, whether an authorisation should be issued to
BNFL. It has consulted publicly to assist its decision making, the objective being to
enable people and organisations to draw to the Agency's attention any matters they
would wish it to consider when reaching its decisions on the applications. Prior to
public consultation, the Agency had not made any decisions on the BNFL
applications. It will not do so until it has carefully considered and has been infonned
by all the consultation responses.

To assist the consultation process, the Agency prepared an Explanatory Document
(about 100 pages long) and draft authorisation (about 20 pages long) for each of the
eight Magnox power stations concerned. These documents were intended to help
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members of the public and other consultees to understand BNFL's applications for
each power station and the Agency's considerations up to the start of consultation.
Each Explanatory Document included a bullet point summary, which was also made
available as a leaflet which could be distributed separately. For the two power
stations in Wales, the text of the leaflet was bilingual, in both English and Welsh.

The consultation documents for each power station included:
the application documents submitted by BNFL;

- questions raised by the Agency on the applications and BNFL's responses to
them;

- information provided in response to statutory consultation with the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE - the nuclear safety regulator) and the Food
Standards Agency (FSA);

- relevant information provided by other Government bodies in response to
Agency questions;

- the Explanatory Document; and
- the draft authorisation.

The consultation documents were provided in two parts, namely a ring binder
containing BNFL's application material, including its responses to the Agency's
questions, and a bound document containing the Agency's Explanatory Document, its
draft authorisation and information provided by other Government bodies. Both
parts were substantial compilations of documentation.

3. Decision-making process - public consultation

Consultation with appropriate local authorities and other public bodies is a statutory
requirement under RSA 93. The Agency also consulted widely with members of the
public, national and local public bodies, interested groups and organisations, the
Agency's relevant Advisory Committees and Groups, and the Local Community
Liaison Council for each power station. This is not a statutory equirement under the
legislation, but it is the Agency's policy to do so in appropriate cases.

The consultation documents provided the focus for the public consultation. The
consultation package for each power station was made available to the public
throughout England and Wales at Environment Agency public registers. Copies were
sent to relevant local authorities, i.e. those local to the power station and those into
whose areas BNFL had applied to transfer waste for disposal, for placing on their
public registers. To facilitate public access to the consultation documents, copies of
the documents were supplied to local libraries within the county where the power
station was located and main libraries in counties within a 25 mile (40 km) radius of
the station. The Agency accepted requests for the consultation documents from
interested persons and organisations by letter, fax, e-mail and telephone. The
documents were distributed in hard copy form and on CD-ROM. Information about
the consultation was made available on the Agency's intemet site. The consultation
period was originally envisaged t Tun for three months. Its start and the availability
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of the consultation package were advertised in the national and local press, and the
Agency issued press notices.

New features of this consultation were the arrangements made in the neighbourhood
of each power station for members of the public to discuss the applications with
Agency staff during the consultation period. Details of the arrangements were
advertised locally. In practice the arrangements consisted of "surgeries", providing
an opportunity for members of the public to have a face-to-face discussion with
Agency staff, and a more formal public meeting with an independent chairman. In
general, the surgeries at a given location were held on two successive weekdays, with
the public meeting on one of the evenings. In all, nine sets of local surgeries and
public meetings were held.

The two public meetings held in Wales were conducted primarily in the Welsh
language, with simultaneous translation into English provided via radio headphones.
All the public meetings were recorded so that points made by members of the
audience could be included as consultation responses.

The Agency's aim was to ensure that questions raised at public meetings could,
whenever possible, be answered on the spot. As well as having its own specialists on
the platform at the meetings, the Agency invited relevant specialists from other
organisations to be present in the audience. The following were represented at each
public meeting: HSE's Nuclear Installations Inspectorate, to deal with issues of
nuclear safety and worker protection; the Food Standards Agency, to deal with
questions associated with the food chain; the National Radiological Protection
Board, to deal with the health effects of radiation; the local Health Authority, to deal
with local health matters; and representatives of BNFL, to deal with questions
associated with the operation of the power station.

Copies of the consultation documents and separate leaflets containing the bullet point
summaries taken from the Agency's Explanatory Documents were made available at
the surgeries and public meetings for people to take away with them.

Consultation responses by letter, fax, e-mail or telephone on BNFL's applications
and the Agency's draft authorisation were invited. A questionnaire was provided
which could be used to respond to the consultation, although a response in any
format would be acceptable. A 3-month period - about I month longer than the
general practice previously - was originally allowed for the consultation, although
later responses would also be accepted for as long as this remained practicable.

4. Decision-making process - after consultation

Each response to the consultation has been acknowledged and, at the time of writing,
is being read and carefully considered by the Agency. The purpose of the
consultation is to help inform the Agency in reaching its decisions on the applications
and no decision will be reached until it has completed this process. Whatever
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decisions it proposes, the Agency will prepare a single document, setting out the
background to, and basis for, its proposed decisions for each of the Magnox stations
concerned. The document will be published and made widely available.

Before issuing any authorisations for the six power stations in England, the Agency
will send its proposed decision document to the relevant Secretaries of State
(Environment and Health) so that they can decide if they wish to exercise their
powers, these being:

to give directions to the Environment Agency;
to "call in" the applications and cause a local inquiry to be held.

For the two power stations in Wales, the same powers are exercised by the National
Assembly for Wales.

5. Experiences from the public consultation

5.1 Consultation documents CD-ROMs

About 300 sets of consultation documents per site were distributed at the start of the
consultation, to local authority public registers, to public libraries and to identified
consultees. Various routes were used by organisations and members of the public for
requesting further sets of documents. The telephone line proved particularly popular
in this regard, with over 70 recorded requests received by this route for documents or
CD-ROMs. The telephone line also provided a vehicle for a number of questions
from members the public which the Agency was able to respond to. About 0
CD-ROMs were dispatched. These each contained an electronic copy of the
consultation documents for all the power stations involved.

5.2 Public notices and advertisements

The Agency placed notices in around 10 national and around 20 local newspapers,
and spent considerable sums in doing so, to advertise both the envisaged duration of
the consultation and details ofthe local public meetings and surgeries. It also placed
notices in local libraries and shops. In some instances, local newspapers chose to run
feature articles on the consultation. Agency staff provided interviews for local radio
stations near each of the sites and interviews for regional television news
programmes in some cases. Despite these measures, the complaint was frequently
heard from people at surgeries and public meetings that these events and the
consultation itself had not been well advertised.

5.3 Public meetings and surgeries

Attendance at the public meetings held during the original consultation period varied
between under 20 to about 100, depending on the level of local interest. Although
attendances ere often quite low, it was apparent from comments made that the
meetings were fulfilling a need in providing a channel of communication between
members of the audience and the Agency.
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Relatively few people attended the surgeries, the average being about 20 over a two-
day period. The surgery discussions with individual people were often extended, a 2-
hour discussion being commonplace. Some surgery discussions took the for of
dialogues between groups of people and Agency staff. Despite the low attendances,
Agency staff gained the impression that the surgeries were providing a useful
function for those members of the public that came. The overlap between the people
that attended the surgeries and those who came to the public meetings was limited,
suggesting that each type of event was catering to a different public need.

In one case, a meeting and surgery were specially arranged in response to a request
made at another meeting. This was done for the benefit of people who lived as little
as 2 miles 3 km) from two of the power stations, but on the opposite bank of a river
estuary. These people were geographically close to the power stations concerned, but
it would have been a long journey for them, across a toll bridge, to attend the meeting
and surgery which the Agency had previously arranged near the power stations and
on the same batik of the estuary. The specially arranged meeting on the opposite
bank of the estuary was considerably better attended than the other meeting,
presumably indicating a greater level of concern.

5.4 Late developments

Nearly three months after the end of the original consultation period, the Agency
received representations through the local council of a small town in a different part
of the country, where the geographical circumstances were similar. The town was on
the bank of a river estuary opposite to another one of the Magnox power stations.
The power station was clearly visible across the estuary from the town and about
2 miles 3 km) away in direct distance, but a long journey round by road. The people
living in the small town had little or no economic connection with the power station.
The Agency had not fully recognised the geographical similarity between this case
and the one where it had, on request, arranged an additional set of local surgeries and
public meeting during the original consultation period.

As a result of representations made directly to the Agency and also to Government
through the local Member of Parliament, the Agency agreed to arrange a set of local
surgeries and a public meeting in the small town, even though surgeries and a
meeting had been advertised and held only a few miles away during the original
consultation period. Because of the intervention of the Christmas and New Year
period, it was not possible to hold the new set of surgeries and meeting until almost
five months after the original closing date of the consultation.

When eventually held, the public meetings in the small town attracted between 500
and 600 people, filling to capacity the accommodation provided. Concern focused
almost exclusively on BNFL's application to incinerate limited quantities of
combustible low level radioactive waste at the power station, even though this gives
rise only to a small fraction of the total assessed radiation dose to members of the
public from the power station. The power station has two small incinerators, one
intended for solid waste and the other for combustible oil and solvents. Similar
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incinerators were in use from the start of power station operation until the mid-1980s.
Replacement units were installed and BNFL has applied to bring them into operation.
For a period of over a decade, however, radioactive waste has not been incinerated at
this power station, alternative arrangements having been made. Incineration of small
quantities of combustible low level radioactive waste takes place at many nuclear
sites in the UK.

The Agency extended the consultation period until after the new surgeries and
meeting, allowing an additional two weeks for members of the public to formulate
written responses. During this period, concerns began to be expressed in several
adjacent small towns and villages on the bank of the estuary opposite the power
station, and in a nearby much larger town a short distance inland. There were claims
of inadequate consultation, requests for further public meetings and involvement of
other local Members of Parliament. The Agency responded by extending the
consultation period by a full six months overall (making a total consultation period of
nine months), but did not agree to arrange any further surgeries or public meetings,
on the grounds that it had already done everything reasonable.

5.5 Responses to consultation

At the time of writing, around 2500 responses have been received in total. More than
four-fifths of these relate to one power station and the use of its incinerators. The
number of responses for the other sites is surprisingly few, considering the relatively
large number of power stations involved and their wide geographical spread. The
responses have ranged from brief expressions of opinion to detailed analyses. There
were no large-scale, countrywide campaigns, e.g. by environmental groups opposed
to nuclear power, although there is evidence, from the similarity of certain responses
received from different people, of some background orchestration of responses.
There is clear evidence, in particular, of a background campaign on low level
radiation, based on a claim that official advice grossly underestimates its effects. As
well as the large-scale local campaign in the neighbourhood of one power station
about its incinerators, there were a number of much smaller local campaigns focused
on particular issues at other individual sites.

Over 2000 of the responses were received by ordinary mail, up to 200 by e-mail
(including a few from overseas), around 50 by fax and only recorded by telephone.
Around 30 written responses were received at the public meetings and surgeries. 53
written responses were made using the questionnaire provided by the Agency.
Around 80 responses were transcribed from points made at public meetings.

6. Discussion

6.1 Consultation overall

In absolute terms mounting the consultation was not a low-cost exercise, but in
relative terms it was only around 25% of the overall cost of considering BNFL's
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applications, so it probably was not disproportionate. Some might argue that the full
consultation was too time-consuming. However, if the public is to be consulted in
more than a token way, it may be inevitable that such exercises are protracted and
resource-intensive.

6.2 Consultation package

Some members of the public criticised the consultation package as being too detailed
and too technical, while others asserted that it did not contain sufficient technical
detail. It was difficult to provide a set of documents which would fulfil the needs of
everyone, particularly since the major part of the package, namely the application
material, was produced by BNFL and therefore the way it was presented and how the
technical substance was expressed were not under the Agency's control. In
retrospect, it might have been helpful if BNFL had provided a layman's guide to its
application material.

Overall, the Agency believes that it got the balance and content of the consultation
package about right, and that this is reflected by the varying reactions from different
members of the public. The documentation was inevitably technical in parts, but the
Agency took pains to write a summary in plain language, to signpost different
technical sections of the documentation clearly, to provide a glossary of terms and
not to use unnecessarily obscure terminology. It seems that, in many instances,
members of the public had at most read only the Agency's four-page summary before
making their responses, without looking at the rest of the documentation. It may be
inevitable that only the earnest (and paid) researchers of environmental groups will
take the time and trouble to go through such documentation in its entirety.

6.3 Public meetings and surgeries

The public meetings and surgeries are perceived as having been useful, although very
resource-intensive. Their value includes the Agency's being seen as having taken the
trouble to hold them, as well as the engagement that was achieved between Agency
staff and members of the public. Overall, they undoubtedly led to a number of
encounters and interactions which were of use to all parties involved.

Care needs to be exercised in deciding where to hold public meetings and surgeries,
particularly so as to accommodate people who are geographically close to the site
concerned but disconnected economically and a long way away in terms of transport
and communications, e.g. on the opposite bank of a river estuary.

6.4 Means of communication/provision of information

In terms of means of communication, the method of responding to consultation by
traditional mail is still the one favoured by most people. However, the use of e-mail
has clearly become substantial and it would be virtually impossible to conceive of
holding a consultation in future without providing for e-mail responses. Use of
e-mail, particularly with access to consultation information via the internet, may tend
to promote international responses to consultation exercises.
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Use of fax provides only a limited niche for consultation responses. Nevertheless,
the capability to receive faxed responses is easy to provide and so it should be
included. The telephone did not appear to be at all a favoured medium for recording
consultation responses. However, it was a highly favoured medium for making
requests for documentation and CD-ROMs, and also provided a useful route for
asking questions.

Provision of documentation on CD-ROMs appeared popular with computer-literate
members of the public and had the advantage for the Agency of being cheaper both
to produce and to post out than paper documents. It is likely that CD-ROMs will be
even more extensively used in future consultations.

7. Concluding remarks

The Agency entered the consultation exercise on the Magnox power stations in a
well-prepared state and the consultation exercise itself went relatively well, although
it became much more protracted than originally envisaged owing to progressively
developing public concern over incineration of low level radioactive waste at one of
the power stations. Arguably because of a high standard of advance preparation, the
Agency is in a well-ordered position at the end of the consultation to proceed to
completion of its proposed decision document.

The Agency will be reviewing its consultation process carefully in the light of the
experience from this consultation.
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